
Sub Sea Ventures dedicated club ‘Ocean Life Scuba Diving & Spearfishing Club’ are proud to announce that we are 

now running regular diving trips to Sѐte, South of France.  Fly to either Montpellier or Nimes and Sѐte is conveniently 

located just a short transfer away. 

We will be establishing our satellite operation in Sѐte in Easter 2016, allowing us to run regular monthly trips 

throughout  the year. We will be equipped with a 7m inflatable boat capable of transporting 10 divers to the local 

dive sites, with our air compressor filling tanks to both 232 and 300 Bars, 24 diving cylinders (10 & 12 Litres) , plenty 

of lead and a good supply of spares. We will also have a wide range of suits, BCD’s, Regulators etc. for those who do 

not have their own equipment. 

The area offers an impressive range of dive sites including reefs, wrecks and more with a healthy diversity of marine 

life and water visibility up to 30m.   

Hotel, B&B, private villa accommodation can be arranged but if you want to keep your costs to a minimum then we can 

arrange camping for you/your group, (we will be taking 2 x 12 person tents c/w sleeping bags). 

Flights into Montpellier or Nimes can be as little as £49.00 return! We charge £50.00 for 2 x boat dives per day (this 

includes air fills, tank and weights)! 

Due to the way this is set up all participants will be required to join our diving club which is FREE to join (for the silver 

membership), this will ensure that you will be diving with us as a club member. 

Here is a typical summary of costs for a typical weekend (4 boat dives) trip; 

Short trip (3 nights): Flight approx. £75.00 + Campsite approx. 

£15.00 + Diving (x4 boat dives) £100.00 + Transfers: £20.00 = 

Total: £210.00 

CONTACT: Jonathon 07533 926617 

www.subseaventures.com 

SCUBA DIVING TRIPS TO SOUTH OF FRANCE 

Dive around beautiful Sѐte... 
Weekend Diving trips for only 

£210.00 
INCLUDES: Flights, airport transfers, camping accommodation, 

4 x boat dives (inc. tank, weights, air fills) 

Perfect for UK Dive 

Clubs and Groups of 

Divers. 

Now taking bookings 

from Easter 2016... 



DIVE SITES: 

Wrecks 

Reefs 

Mussel farms 

Oyster farms 

Beginner to advanced. 

FLIGHTS:  From London Luton to Montpellier or Nimes— From as little as 

£49.00 return (Flight time 1 hour 55 minutes) 

AIRPORT TRANSFERS (in France): £TBC 

ACCOMMODATION: Camping, B & B, Private Villa or Hotel 

DIVING EQUIPMENT HIRE AVAILABLE 

You arrange your own flights and we arrange the rest... 

DIVE PACKAGES: 
(Includes tank & weights) 

1 boat dive: £30 

2 boat dives: £50 

6 boat dives: £150 

10 boat dives: £230 

12 boat dives: £265 

Night dive: £35 


